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Thymus antibody-secreting cells:
once forgotten but not lost

KimAnh Trang Pioli and Peter Dion Pioli*

Department of Biochemistry, Microbiology and Immunology, College of Medicine, University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK, Canada
Antibody-secreting cells are essential contributors to the humoral response. This

is due to multiple factors which include: 1) the ability to secrete thousands of

antibodies per second, 2) the ability to regulate the immune response and 3) the

potential to be long-lived. Not surprisingly, these cells can be found in numerous

sites within the body which include organs that directly interface with potential

pathogens (e.g., gut) and others that provide long-term survival niches (e.g., bone

marrow). Even though antibody-secreting cells were first identified in the thymus

of both humans and rodents in the 1960s, if not earlier, only recently has this

population begun to be extensively investigated. In this article, we provide an

update regarding the current breath of knowledge pertaining to thymus

antibody-secreting cells and discuss the potential roles of these cells and their

impact on health.
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1 Introduction

Following their activation, B cells can undergo terminal differentiation into antibody-

secreting cells (ASCs) (1). The context in which this occurs can subsequently regulate the

type of ASC being produced. For example, innate-like B cells which include both marginal

zone and B1 B cells can be readily activated in a T cell independent manner which

preferentially results in the production of IgM secreting ASCs with a short-lived

proliferative, or plasmablast (PB), phenotype (1). In contrast, follicular B cells are

generally engaged in T cell dependent responses which can include extrafollicular (EF)

as well as germinal center (GC)-derived production of ASCs. The EF pathway kinetically

proceeds the GC and generates PBs which display low levels of antibody (Ab) affinity

maturation (1, 2). B cells which enter the GC pathway undergo extensive somatic

hypermutation producing ASCs which secrete Abs with high affinity for their target

antigen and possess a mature, post-mitotic plasma cell (PC) phenotype (1, 2). While the

pathways described above are skewed towards a particular type of ASC response, all 3 can

result in ASCs that secrete class switched Abs and ultimately differentiate into a mature,

potentially long-lived, phenotype (3–7).

The functionality ascribed to ASCs has expanded extensively in recent years (8). For

example, ASCs have been shown to suppress inflammation in multiple disease settings
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through their production of cytokines which include interleukin

(IL)-10 and IL-35 (9–13) thus leading to their inclusion within the

global regulatory B cell population (14, 15). However, the ability of

these cells to impact the immune response can also be mediated

through direct cellular interactions (16). Further extending the

sphere of ASC influence, these cells have been shown to regulate

aspects of bone marrow (BM) hematopoiesis in both humans (17)

and mice (18, 19). As hematopoiesis is a continual and life-long

process, these studies have shed light on the critical importance of

ASCs in every-day homeostatic functions. With that being said,

ASCs will always be considered an essential component of the

humoral immune system due largely to their production of antigen-

specific Abs as well as their potential to be long-lived (20).

Mechanistically, Abs provide protection through multiple

avenues such as opsonization, antibody-dependent cellular

cytotoxicity and neutralization which can nullify the ability of

invading pathogens to infect and propagate within the host (21).

This benefit can quickly become a detriment when ASCs produce

Abs that recognize self-antigens in the form of nucleic acids [e.g.,

double-stranded DNA (22, 23)] or proteins [e.g., insulin (24)].

While much consideration has been given to circulating ASCs in the

context of autoimmunity, it is known throughout the field that the

THY serves as a reservoir for these cells in multiple autoimmune

diseases (25–27). Additionally, the presence of ectopic GCs in the

autoimmune THY further points to this organ as being a source of

generation for autoreactive ASCs (27–29). On that note,

thymectomy has been used as a method of treatment in diseases

such as myasthenia gravis (MG) to eliminate production of newly

formed autoreactive ASCs (30, 31). While thymectomy has some

benefit, it is not entirely curative as autoreactive THY B cell clones

can escape the THY and be maintained in the periphery of MG

patients (32). In considering how THY ASCs might contribute to

MG and autoimmunity in general, it is critical to understand how

these cells are limited in their production, maintenance and

function under healthy conditions. By disrupting these basic

mechanisms and recapitulating various autoimmune-related

pathologies, we have the potential to identify druggable targets/

pathways. While the identification of THY ASCs first occurred at

least as early as the 1960s (25, 27, 33), only recently has that there

has been a push to study THY ASCs in both human and mouse

species with the above goals in mind (34–37). This review

summarizes the current state of the field regarding THY ASCs

and discusses future directions in understanding the etiology and

function of these cells.
2 Current knowledge in the field

2.1 Location

In the THY, ASCs are incredibly rare and consist of less than

0.05% of total organ cellularity (37). Not surprisingly, the attempt to

localize these cells within particular THY niches has been difficult.

Initial characterization via light microscopy demonstrated the

presence of ASCs within the THY medulla with them mostly

residing in local perivascular spaces (25). These observations have
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since been confirmed with the use of more advanced imaging

techniques. Interestingly enough, there is some discordance

between species as THY ASCs in humans are primarily confined

to medullary perivascular spaces (34, 36) versus those in mice which

can be found throughout the THY medulla and in close proximity

to both B and T cells (35). It is unclear if these discrepancies are a

result of limited sampling in humans or are representative of greater

biological meaning such as differences in function or

circulatory phenotypes.

The chemokine cues required to localize ASCs within the THY

have not been experimentally determined. However, THY ASCs

do express CXCR4 and CXCR3 (35, 37) and their respective

ligands, CXCL12 and CXCL9/10/11, can be found in the THY

(38). Important to note, CXCL12 is highly enriched in the THY

cortex (39) whereas CXCL9/10/11 are found more so in the

medulla (38) suggesting that these factors may compete with

one another and dictate the local positioning of THY ASCs.

Recent work which examined trafficking of CD8 T cells,

demonstrated the loss of these cells in the THY of Cxcl10-/- mice

(40) supporting the importance of this chemokine in maintaining

selected populations within the THY. Furthermore, increased

expression of CD69 and CD44 has been observed on mouse

ASCs from the THY when compared to those from the BM and

SPL (35, 37) suggesting that these cells possess a tissue residency

phenotype (41) and remain segregated within the THY. Recent

intravital imaging experiments demonstrated that BM ASCs were

not completely sessile as they periodically migrated within the BM

compartment (42). This behavior was attributed to competing

signals from VLA-4 (promoting adhesion) and CXCR4

(promoting migration) (42). Undoubtedly, it will be interesting

to see how deletion of these receptors or other integrin and

chemokine receptors in ASCs alters their positioning, or more

globally, their retention within the THY.
2.2 Production

Substantial evidence supports the existence of THY B cell

progenitors which mature into fully functional B cells in situ (43, 44).

While the full Ab repertoire of these cells is unknown, autoreactive B

cells have been identified in both the human and mouse THY even

under healthy conditions (45, 46). Upon first glance, this seems

inherently detrimental; however, multiple studies based in mice have

revealed the ability of autoreactive THY B cells to regulate negative

selection of CD4 single positive T cells (45, 47–49) and to augment the

production of regulatory T cells (50, 51). Thus, the presence of

autoreactive THY B cells seems to be a necessary component to

systemic immune tolerance. During this tolerogenic process, THY B

cells undergo AID dependent class switching (45, 47) indicative of a

productive immune response. Data indicate this requires cognate B cell-

T cell interactions as class switching was abrogated upon deletion of

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II and CD40 as well as in T

cell receptor (TCR) transgenic mice whose CD4 T cells were specific for

ovalbumin (45). This raises the possibility that activated THY B cells

may also differentiate into potentially autoreactive ASCs.
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In support of the above, parabiosis and intravenous antibody

labeling experiments in mice have indicated local production of

THY ASCs (35, 37). While these types of functional experiments are

missing in humans, in vitro differentiation experiments using

human samples have shown the ability of THY B cells to produce

ASCs (34, 36). B cells can be activated and terminally differentiated

into ASCs upon receiving either T cell independent or dependent

stimuli (1). Recent studies from our lab as well as others have

ascertained a role for T cell derived signals in the production of

THY ASCs (35, 37). Using aCD154(CD40L) blocking Abs, we

observed a reduction in proliferating THY B cells as well as PBs in

C57BL/6 mice that were given aCD154 Abs for either 2- or 4-weeks
(37). Complementary work using DO11.10 BALB/c and OT-II

C57BL/6 TCR transgenic mice further corroborated the

importance of T cell help for the generation of THY ASCs (35). It

is known that T cell dependent ASC production can occur through

both EF and GC routes (2, 52). While ectopic GCs have been

observed in the autoimmune THY (27–29, 53), this does not appear

to be a major route of THY ASC production under healthy

conditions. This conclusion is supported by experiments that

used Icosl-/- and CD4-Cre Bcl6fl/fl mice which lacked functional T

follicular helper (TFH) cell signals yet still produced normal

amounts of THY ASCs (35). This observation contrasted with

ASCs in the Peyer’s patches and spleen (SPL) which were both

reduced upon genetic ablation of TFH signals. While T cell help

clearly contributes to the production of THY ASCs, the residual

presence of these cells in the absence of T cell signals suggests that a

T cell independent pathway also feeds into the generation of THY

ASCs (35, 37). When compared to B cells from the SPL, those

isolated from the THY were minimally responsive to

lipopolysaccharide (54). However, THY B cells can proliferate

upon exposure to the Toll-like receptor (TLR) 7/8 agonist, R848,

in the presence of IL-2 (36). Along these lines, B cells in the THY

possess increased expression of TLR7 relative to those from the SPL

and BM (37). Rather interestingly, the same is true for ASCs found

in the THY (37).

The above paragraph discussed stimulatory cues and accessory

signals required for THY ASC generation. However, it is currently

not known which B cell populations (e.g., follicular, B-1)

differentiate into THY ASCs. Earlier experiments that profiled

fetal and neonatal mouse THY B cells observed a population

dominated by expression of CD5 (55), a B-1a B cell-associated

cell surface marker (56). In contrast, THY B cells from older

animals were more mixed in that a substantial proportion was

CD5- (55) and presumably of the B-2 (i.e., follicular) B cell lineage.

Adding further support for the presence of B-2 B cells, phenotyping

of adult mice identified THY B cells which expressed IgD as well as

CD23 (45, 48, 57, 58). Along these lines, both fetal liver- and BM-

derived progenitors can produce mature CD19+ CD45R(B220)+

THY B cells when transplanted into Rag2-/- hosts leading to the

conclusion that both B-1 and B-2 B cells can mature in the THY

(48) and potentially differentiate into ASCs. Unfortunately,

assessment of ASC production was not included in these analyses.

Ultimately, the best way to determine which THY B cell populations

generate ASCs might rely on their purification via cell surface

phenotypes and subsequent differentiation into ASCs. In vitro
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stimulation experiments might reveal ASC generative potential as

shown for neonatal THY CD19+ CD70+ CD138- B cells (34).

However, physiologically relevant answers may only be provided

by direct THY injection of purified B cell populations followed by

tracking their ASC differentiation using congenic markers or

fluorescent reporters. In this in vivo setting, THY B cell

populations would be exposed to biological relevant signals.

Overall, further experiments will be needed to better understand

how different stimulatory signals and types of B cells give rise to

various THY ASC populations, and how these different populations

contribute to host physiology and disease.
2.3 VDJ landscape and
immunoglobulin repertoire

As ASCs are built for Ab production (59, 60), a major question

regarding those in the non-autoimmune THY pertains to the

specificities of the Abs that they produce. Not surprisingly, VDJ

sequencing has been a popular tool in attempting to address this

question. These analyses (34, 35, 37) have pointed to some basic

commonalities between THY ASCs from humans and mice. In

general, both species possess an extensive amount of class switching

to a wide variety of isotypes. In mice, this is influenced by strain as

BALB/c THY ASCs are significantly enriched for IgE (35) whereas

this isotype is essentially absent in ASCs isolated from the THY of

C57BL/6 mice (35, 37). A reduced contribution of IgE has also been

observed for ASCs in the human THY (34). In both species, class

switched THY ASCs appear early in life (34–36) and, at least in

mice, this is not driven by the presence of commensal microbiota

(35). Upon examination of clonotypes, mouse THY ASCs were

shown to be highly diverse (37) and were not dominated by

hyperexpanded clones that would be selected for in response to a

single immunizing agent. While sample size was limited, THY ASC

clonotypes demonstrated minimal overlap with ASCs from BM and

SPL which suggested limited circulation of these cells, at least to the

organs assessed (37). In agreement with the lack of GC

requirements, mouse THY ASCs possessed low levels of

mutations in their complementarity determining regions 1 and 2

(35). Similar results were observed in humans; however, albeit with

some level of donor-to-donor variability (34).

Currently, the specificities of THY ASC Abs are yet to be

characterized in mice. However, studies in humans revealed that the

THY ASC population possessed cells that were reactive to viruses (36)

and bacteria (34). That being said, these assessments were far from

comprehensive and most likely did not reflect all potential specificities

to both foreign and self. Given the presence of autoreactive B cells in

the THY, the observation that THY ASCs share similar patterns of

IGHV gene usage with their upstream B cell progenitors (34) may

indicate the presence, at least transiently, of auto-Ab producing ASCs.

Accordingly, a subset of human THY ASCs and B cells were both

shown to use the VH 4-34 gene segment (34) which is associated with

autoreactivity (61, 62). Further complicating the assessment of THY

ASC reactivities is the phenomenon of polyreactivity in which Abs can

recognize both foreign as well as self-antigens due to similarities

between antigenic epitopes (62, 63). Therefore, the assumption that a
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particular ASC only recognizes a single antigenic target is a

dangerous oversimplification.
2.4 Thymus antibody-secreting cell
transcriptional signature: function
and regulation

Recent single cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) experiments in

humans (34) and mice (35, 37) have provided clues as to the function

and regulation of these cells. In mice, the data suggest a potential role

in antigen presentation as supported by upregulation of variousMHC

genes (35, 37) such as H2-Aa, H2-Ab1, H2-D1, H2-K1, H2-Q7 and

H2-T22 as well as increased MHC II surface expression (35, 37).

When compared to those from the BM, THY ASCs also possessed

increased expression of Cd74 and Pdia3. Cd74 encodes for the

invariant chain which acts as an MHC II chaperone (64).

Additionally, this gene product plays a role in B cell survival and

can be upregulated via B cell-T cell interactions (65) while Pdia3 is

essential for proper expression of MHC I (66). If THY ASCs were to

act as antigen-presenting cells, then they would require access to self-

antigens through intrinsic or extrinsic routes. Accordingly, mouse

THY ASCs have been shown to express the Aire protein (35) in

addition to membrane, or cell surface, immunoglobulin (35, 37)

suggesting multiple mechanisms in which these cells can procure self-

antigen for presentation to developing T cells. In this sense, Aire can

drive intrinsic expression of tissue-restricted antigens which are then

subsequently presented via peptide-MHC complexes (49, 57, 67). In

contrast, membrane immunoglobulin would allow autoreactive ASCs

to extrinsically acquire autoantigens presumably released to the

environment by apoptotic or necrotic cells (63). These antigens

would then be internalized, processed and subsequently presented

to CD4 T cells via MHC II molecules.

In considering how THY ASCs may be regulated, gene ontology

comparisons of differentially expressed genes between mouse THY

ASCs and their BM and SPL counterparts have been informative.

These analyses indicated that THY ASCs were functionally skewed

towards innate and viral responses and that this was most likely

driven by interferon (IFN) signaling. In support of this, THY ASCs

were shown to express multiple IFN receptor genes (e.g., Ifnar1,

Ifnar2) and a number of interferon responsive genes (68) (e.g.,

Isg15, Stat1, Tlr7) via scRNA-seq (37). Interestingly, some of the

protein products of these genes including TLR7, Ly-6C, CD69 and

MHC II were upregulated by ASCs as well as upstream CD19+

CD45R(B220)+ CD138- B cells in the mouse THY (37). While the

above data were from C57BL/6 mice, some of these targets (Ly-6C,

MHC II) have also been confirmed in THY ASCs from the BALB/c

strain (35). Furthermore, recent work has shown the ability of Type

III IFN, and to a lesser extent Type II IFN, to regulate aspects of

mouse THY B cell biology such as Ly-6C and CXCR3 expression

(58). Upon closer examination of ASCs from the human THY, a

subset of cells expressed CD69 and MHC II-related HLA-DQA1.

Perhaps not surprisingly, human THY B cells also possessed an

interferon responsive signature as indicated by increased expression

of genes such as IFITM1, IFIT3 and OAS2 (34). Pertinent to this

discussion, Type I, Type II and Type III IFNs have all been shown to
Frontiers in Immunology 04
play regulatory roles regarding B cell activation and ASC

production (69–71).

Currently, little is known about the longevity of THY ASCs,

although flow cytometric phenotyping in mice has shown this

population to possess a high percentage of Ki-67 expressing

CD19+ CD45R(B220)+ cells (37). This phenotype aligns well with

a PB identity and most likely denotes a limited lifespan for this

population (72). In support of this, inhibition of CD154 signals

resulted in a precipitous loss of this population within 2 weeks of

treatment. Furthermore, pseudotime analysis of scRNA-seq data

yielded the identification of 3 putative ASC lineages (37). Two of

these lineages were similar with heightened expression of canonical

ASC genes such as Jchain and Mzb1 which suggested a continued

maturation. In contrast, the 3rd lineage formed the majority of THY

ASCs and did not demonstrate the same pattern of maturation.

Rather, this lineage downregulated genes related to ribosomal

function/protein production (e.g., Rps9, Rpl3) as well as survival

(e.g., Birc5) perhaps foretelling a shortened lifespan.

If THY ASCs are indeed short-lived then this could be due to

multiple causes. For example, they may not have access to adequate

survival signals; however, this seems rather unlikely as human THY

epithelial cells have been shown to secrete IL-6 (73). Furthermore,

mouse medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) transcriptionally

express Il6, Tnfsf13 and Tnfsf13b as found in the publicly available

Immunological Genome Project (ImmGen) database (Figures 1A–C).

The latter 2 genes encode for A Proliferation-Inducing Ligand (APRIL)

and B Cell Activating Factor (BAFF), respectively, and all 3 cytokines

contribute to the survival niche of ASCs (74). Alternatively, and not

necessarily mutually exclusive, active cell death mechanisms may be in

place which limit the production and/or survival of THY ASCs. One

such possibility is the death receptor CD95(Fas) which can be

upregulated on the surface of B cells following stimulation through

CD40 (75, 76). Current data suggest that B cells actively receive CD154:

CD40 signaling in the THY as genetic ablation of CD40 expression led

to the loss of THY B cell class switching (45) and antibody-mediated

CD154 blockade resulted in reduced proliferation of THY B cells (37).

Along these lines, we have observed high expression of CD95(Fas) on

the surface of “resting” THY B cells which was enhanced by in vivo

treatment with CD40 agonistic Abs (37). While we have not directly

tested the role of CD95(Fas) in limiting the expansion of THY B cell

and ASCs, it is well known that CD178(FasL):CD95(Fas) interactions

modulate THY T cell development (77) as well as the survival of

autoreactive B cells (78). Furthermore, multiple populations in the

THY such as mTECs, CD4 T cells and invariant natural killer T

(iNKT) cells express Fasl which encodes for CD178(FasL) (ImmGen,

Figure 1D). Importantly, IFNg can increase CD95(Fas) expression by

developing thymocytes (79) and also by peripheral B cells from

individuals infected with human immunodeficiency virus (80). As

such, IFNs may play a critical role in finetuning ASC production and

function in mice and possibly also humans.
2.5 Aging

ASCs can be produced under homeostatic conditions and have

the potential to be long-lived; therefore, it is no surprise that they
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have been found to accumulate over the course of aging in organs

such as the SPL and BM (19, 42). Examination of the human THY

has suggested a similar phenotype in which ASCs increased as a

fraction of total THY (36). This was mainly due to the enhanced

production of IgG and IgA class switched ASCs. Recent work in

mice revealed that this observation may be dictated by sex as ASCs

accumulated in the THY of middle-aged (12 months old) Prdm1-

eYFP male mice relative to their younger (3 months old)
Frontiers in Immunology 05
counterparts (37). In contrast, this did not occur in females. The

reasons behind this disparity are not yet known; however, ASC

numbers in the young female THY were already equivalent to those

observed in middle-aged males (37). This indicates that the THY

may have an upper limit in ASC carrying capacity that females, at

least in mice, reach at a younger age.

As discussed above, the function of THY ASCs is poorly

understood possibly resulting from the chronological period in
A B

DC DC

FIGURE 1

Expression of potential thymus antibody-secreting cell niche regulatory factors. (A–D) Gene expression data from the publicly available ImmGen
database showing (A) Il6, (B) Tnfsf13, (C) Tnfsf13b and (D) Fasl for CD4, CD8, mTEC and iNKT cells.
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which these cells have been analyzed. For example, PCs from the

BM augmented myelopoiesis from hematopoietic stem cells in an

age-dependent manner (19). In that study, old BM PCs adopted a

pro-inflammatory phenotype and contributed to the ability of BM

stromal cells to express inflammatory factors such as Il1b (19).

Accordingly, THY dendritic cells have shown age-associated

increases in the expression of factors such as Il1a, Il1b, Il6 and

Tnf (81) making it tempting to speculate that old THY ASCs may

contribute to this process. Supporting a potential age-associated

shift in THY ASC function, analysis of selected proteins via flow

cytometry displayed alterations in THY ASC expression of CD69

with this surface receptor being reduced with age (37). Furthermore,

THY B cells have demonstrated age-associated changes such as

reduced Aire expression (57). As such, any phenotypic changes in

ASCs may be a result of de novo alterations or alternatively,

inheritance from their upstream B cell progenitors. Regarding the

effects of aging, one must always consider the overall contributions

of intrinsic cellular age as well as the extrinsic aged environment

(82). Therefore, it will be important not only to understand age-

associated differences in THY ASCs but also how these changes are

influenced by the above factors. Would adoptive transfer of THY

ASCs from young (e.g., 3 months) mice into old (e.g., 17-19

months) recipients result in “old” THY ASCs as represented by

changes in gene expression or a functional readout such as per cell

cytokine secretion? Alternatively, using Cre-mediated fluorescence

reporter timestamping (83), do 2-months old and 4-months old

ASCs behave differently even if isolated concurrently from the

same animal?
3 Looking towards the future: insights
into autoimmunity?

From the human and mouse studies described above, we can

begin to develop a hypothetical regulatory pathway which would

limit the production and survival of autoreactive ASCs within the

THY (Figure 2). Previous work has demonstrated the constitutive

expression of both Type I and Type II IFNs within the THY (84–87)

and these pathways have been shown to be functionally relevant in

the THY medulla (86, 88) where THY B cells and ASCs are known

to reside. In addition, Type III IFN was recently shown to modulate

the ability of THY B cells to induce regulatory T cell generation

(58). As such, we propose that IFNs, possibly secreted by THY

plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) (84, 89, 90), directly act upon

THY B cells driving the upregulation of TLR7, CD69, CD95(Fas),

Ly-6C and MHC II (Figure 2A), all of which are IFN responsive (69,

91–93). These B cells then directly interact with developing CD4 T

cells via CD154:CD40 inducing Aire in THY B cells and the ability

to express tissue-restricted antigens (57, 67) that are then processed

and presented to CD4 T cells via MHC II. These events ultimately

lead to the negative selection, or apoptosis, of cognate autoreactive

T cells (45, 47, 48). In this scenario, THY B cells do not expand nor

produce significant amounts of THY ASCs as supported by the

inability of in vivo aCD40 treatment to increase these THY

populations (37). However, upon exposure to ligands such as

single stranded RNA (ssRNA), TLR7 could provide an additional
Frontiers in Immunology 06
stimulatory signal which would cooperate with CD40 stimulation

resulting in THY B cell proliferation and differentiation into ASCs

(Figure 2B). This idea is consistent with past studies demonstrating

the ability of TLR signals to augment B cell responses (94–96). As

thymocyte apoptosis regulates the production of regulatory T cells

(97), it is plausible that ssRNA is released to the extracellular

environment during this process. In addition, reactivation of

endogenous retroviruses within the THY could also provide the

requisite TLR ligands (98, 99). Subsequently, the IFN responsive

phenotype can be maintained by extrinsically derived IFNs (e.g.,

pDCs) (Figure 2C) or alternatively, by IFNs intrinsically produced

by TLR7 stimulated THY B cells and ASCs (Figure 2D). This latter

pathway would be reminiscent to what was observed when SPL B

cells from wildtype and IFNAR1-/- mice were stimulated in vitro

with the TLR7 ligand, R848 (100). In those experiments, an IFN-

dependent positive feedback loop maintained high TLR7 expression

and responsiveness (100). In the above scenarios, IFN stimulation

provides a built-in kill switch through the induction of CD95(Fas)

expression on the surface of THY B cells and, presumably, THY

ASCs. Subsequent interactions with CD178(FasL) expressing cells

within the THYmedulla would lead to the elimination of B cells and

ASCs in the THY thus preventing their accumulation (78)

(Figure 2E). This effect would be aided by their expression of

CD69 which would act to prolong their exposure to apoptotic

signals through the suppression of S1P1 mediated THY egress (93).

So how is the above model hypothetical relevant to

autoimmunity? Several autoimmune diseases possess alterations

in the THY that include B cell activation, GC formation and/or

increased production of ASCs (27–29, 43, 53). Importantly, this

leads to functional consequences including destruction of the THY

microenvironment as well as production of auto-Abs which

promote cellular pathology and loss of organ function (26, 29, 43,

53). This is perhaps not surprising given that the THY is inherently

enriched for B cells with autoreactivity (46, 48).

The observation that THY B cells express high levels of TLR7 is

critical as it provides a plausible mechanism that would allow for

the activation and differentiation of THY B cells in the absence of

direct B cell receptor stimulation. In other words, autoreactive B

cells would be responsive in the absence of their cognate self-

antigen allowing for the production of ASCs that secrete a wide

repertoire of auto-Abs. The importance of TLR7 in autoimmunity is

well appreciated (101–105) and this receptor is hypothesized to play

a role in the MG THY following infection with Epstein-Barr virus

(EBV) (106, 107). However, the role of TLR7 in the autoreactive

THY could be more widespread given the already high levels of

TLR7 expression by THY B cells in the absence of overt

infection (37).

While the potential importance of TLR7 cannot be understated,

the key to understanding the B cell autoimmune response within the

THY may lie in factors that regulate apoptosis as well as localization.

For instance, CD95(Fas) signaling would theoretically “mop up”

autoreactive B cells and ASCs that were generated within the THY

(Figure 2E). However, if this failsafe was lost due to gene mutation

(108–110) or other forms of regulation (111), then pathogenic THY B

cells and ASCs would be allowed to survive (Figure 2F) and

potentially escape the THY. Interestingly, alterations in CD95(Fas)
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FIGURE 2

Hypothetical model depicting interferon-mediated regulation of thymus B cells and antibody-secreting cells. (A) IFN Priming: IFNs secreted by cells
such as pDCs directly induce expression of TLR7, CD69, CD95(Fas), Ly-6C and MHC II by THY B cells. This could be driven by Type I, II and/or III
IFNs collectively referred to as IFN. The various IFN receptors are commonly referred to as IFN-R for simplicity. (B) ASC Differentiation: In
conjunction with CD40 signaling, TLR7 activation stimulates THY B cell proliferation and differentiation into ASCs independent of antigen specificity.
In this model, ASCs initially inherent IFN-induced proteins from their upstream B cell precursors. ssRNA, the ligand for TLR7, is provided by locally
apoptotic/necrotic cells. (C) Extrinsic IFN: The IFN responsive phenotype is maintained by extrinsic IFNs provided by cells such as pDCs. (D) Intrinsic
IFN: As a result of TLR7 stimulation, THY B cells and ASCs produce their own IFNs which signal autonomously to reinforce the IFN responsive
phenotype. (E) CD95(Fas)-Mediated Apoptosis: As a negative feedback mechanism, CD178(FasL) expressed by multiple cells within the THY medulla
induces CD95(Fas)-mediated apoptosis of potentially autoreactive THY B cells and ASCs. Potential sources of CD178(FasL) include mTECs, iNKT cells
as well as CD4 T cells. (F) CD95(Fas) Escape: Loss of CD95(Fas) signaling through receptor downregulation or by other means results in the survival
of THY B cells and ASCs. This provides a long-term depot for auto-Ab producing THY ASCs. Figure created with BioRender.
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signaling have been observed in aging (112, 113). Furthermore, we

have demonstrated decreased THY ASC expression of CD69 with age

(37) which may facilitate their thymic egress and subsequent

localization into more optimal survival niches. This could partially

explain why thymectomy is not always a successful treatment in

individuals with MG (30, 32). While this regulatory loop remains to

be tested, it provides an example of how defining THY ASC

phenotypes and nodes of regulation in health may lead to key

breakthroughs in understanding the etiology of autoimmune

diseases that possess a significant THY B cell/ASC component.
4 Summary

We have presented the current state of the field regarding what

is known about THY ASCs in terms of both their production and

what their function(s) might be independent of Ab secretion. While

these cells may play a role in allergic tolerance via homeostatic IgE

production (35), we have largely focused on how the data derived

from studies in healthy mice and humans may provide insights into

potential nodes of regulation that are disrupted in autoimmunity.

We have observed high TLR7 expression in THY B cells and ASCs

compared to those from the BM and SPL in both young and

middle-aged mice (37). In this context, TLR7 in the THY

compartment was equivalently expressed between both sexes. As

such, the regulatory model we propose may explain why some

autoimmune diseases show a loss of sex bias with aging (102). The

THY has been proposed to play a key role in age-associated

autoimmunity; however, this has mainly been attributed to

disrupted T cell selection and production of regulatory T cells

(114, 115). However, future experiments will be required to better

understand how the loss of THY B cell and ASC regulation

ultimately fits into the complex etiology of autoimmunity both

from a general perspective as well as in a disease-specific manner.
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